Auxin transport in roots : VII. Uptake and movement of radioactivity from IAA-(14)C by Zea roots.
The net uptake and movement of radioactivity by 12-mm root segments of Zea mays have been studied as a function of time at 5, 15 and 25° C. Segments were supplied with an agar donor block containing 1 μM IAA-1-(14)C or IAA-2-(14)C continuously or for a limited period of time (pulse-labelling). In the latter case the original donor block was replaced either by a plain agar block or by one containing 1 μM unlabelled IAA. Receiver blocks were placed at the other end of the segments.The net uptake of radioactivity from the donor block at 15° C was greater at the basal end than at the apical end of the segment. At 5 and 15° C, the net uptake from a basal donor was virtually linear with time but at 25° C the rate of net accumulation decreased after about 10 h. Decarboxylation of IAA undoubtedly occurred at 15 and 25° C when the concentration in the tissue attained a high value.An acropetally polarised movement of radioactivity into the receiver blocks occurred regardless of whether the results were based on the actual amounts of radioactivity in the receiver block, or on the amounts in the receiver block expressed as a percentage of the net total radioactivity accumulated from the donor block. Only one radioactive substance was present in the receiver block and it ran to the same Rf as IAA in the isopropanol: ammonium: water solvent system.The amounts of radioactivity moving into that part of the root segment at least 6 mm distant from the end in contact with either an apical or a basal donor block were assessed. An acropetal polarity in the movement of radioactivity was observed on the basis of the actual amounts of radioactivity in these distal parts of the segments, but no such polarity was evident when the amounts of radioactivity were expressed as a percentage of the net total accumulated from the donor block. At least 3 radioactive substances were present in the tissue in addition to the substance running to the same Rf as IAA. The distribution of radioactivity in the segment cannot therefore be used to assess the distribution of IAA.Acropetal movement of radioactivity into an apical receiver block is not dependent upon the continued uptake of IAA at the basal end of the segment. No distinct pulses of radioactivity were detected moving through the root segments.Only a small part of the radioactivity in the root segment appears to be located in the polar transport system, while the bulk is not. The polarity found in the movement of the bulk radioactivity within the segment seems to be related to the polarity in IAA uptake from the donor blocks.